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Explanatory Preface

We worked on these lessons in 2000 and 2001, without any clear plan for 
who might use them or how they might be used. Thirteen years later, we are 
revisiting the question. 

These lessons were never polished up for publication, and the latter chapters 
in particular could use a fair amount of work. But given the scarcity of 
materials in English to help beginning students of the Nuosu language, it 
seemed worthwhile to tidy up the formatting a bit, to make sure all legacy 
encoding was converted to standard Unicode encoding, and then to make the 
lessons available in electronic form without any undue delay.

It is our wish that these lessons will help to build bridges.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction to the Nuosu
There are various names for the Nuosu people. Their name for themselves in 
their own language is usually romanized as either Nuosu or Nosu, and is 
pronounced [n!!su!]. In China their ethnicity is o"cially classi#ed as 彝族 
Yizu , which is pronounced [i"#tsu"#] in Putonghua and [$i%&ts'u%&] or [$i%&t('o%&] in 
Sichuanese. This is the name they normally use for themselves if speaking 
Chinese. If it is necessary when speaking Chinese to distinguish the Nuosu 
from other groups of people that are also classi#ed as Yizu, it is common to say 
凉山彝族 Liangshan Yizu or 四川彝族 Sichuan Yizu. Some people further 
distinguish one Nuosu subgroup from another Nuosu subgroup by using 
various geographical labels or dialect labels.

The language spoken by the Nuosu is quite di)erent from many of the other 
languages spoken by people groups o"cially classi#ed as Yizu. For example, 
there is a group of people in Western Yunnan called Lalo or Lalopa. These 
people are classi#ed as Yizu on their identity cards, but their language is 
di)erent enough from the Nuosu language that they would need to use 
Chinese to communicate with Nuosu people.

There are dialect di)erences among the Nuosu too, though these dialect 
di)erences are not nearly so great. The o"cial standardization of the 
traditional writing system is based on a pronunciation used in Xide County. 
The pronunciation taught in the following chapters will be the same one which 
the standardized writing system assumes.

The traditional writing system continues to be used in some villages, and the 
o"cial standardization of that writing system has been taught in some schools. 
It is a syllabary rather than an alphabet. In other words, each distinct syllable 
has its own symbol, rather than each consonant and vowel having distinct 
symbols.

2. The Nuosu Romanization
Since the Nuosu syllabary has too many symbols to learn in the #rst few days 
of study, a roman alphabet pronunciation guide is quite helpful. The main 
pronunciation guide used throughout these lessons is called Yiyu Pinyin, which 
is largely based upon the Hanyu Pinyin romanization used for Chinese. Yiyu 
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Pinyin is used as the pronunciation guide in every Nuosu dictionary currently 
available, and is also quite useful as a way to input the language on a 
computer keyboard. Therefore, we will try to help you learn this romanization 
in the #rst three chapters, as you are getting used to the consonants, vowels, 
and tones of Nuosu.

For the bene#t of those who are more accustomed to the kinds of phonetic 
transcriptions used by linguists, we will be including a phonetic transcription 
with each vocabulary list, and will also be using phonetic transcriptions in the 
explanations in the #rst three chapters. The phonetic symbols used will mostly 
be from the phonetic alphabet of the International Phonetic Association (IPA), 
except in cases where Chinese linguists consistently use symbols not included 
in the IPA's standard.

3. Nuosu Syllables
The syllable in Nuosu is quite simple. Typically, it consists of one consonant 
and one vowel. Some syllables consist of only a vowel. There are also certain 
syllables which consist of only a consonant, though the latter kind are 
analyzed by Chinese linguists as consisting of a consonant followed by a 
vowel, and the Yiyu Pinyin system writes such syllables as a consonant 
followed by a vowel. Each syllable is pronounced with one of four tones. The 
tones are indicated in Yiyu Pinyin by regular roman alphabet letters at the end 
of a syllable. In the following chapters, we will indicate breaks between the 
syllables of a word using a dash.

4. Vowels
The standard variety of Nuosu has 10 distinctive vowels, some of which might 
be pronounced a bit di)erently after di)erent consonants. We will discuss each 
of the vowels in turn.

There is a vowel written a in Yiyu Pinyin, which is quite similar to the vowel 
in the Mandarin word 大 da , though it is pronounced with more tenseness in 
the throat than the Chinese vowel. For those of you familiar with phonetics, 
this vowel is an open unrounded vowel. In our phonetic transcription we will 
follow the precedent of various Chinese linguists by writing it as [a]. Note that 
some western linguists might have chosen to transcribe this vowel as [*], and 
some Chinese linguists might have chosen to transcribe it as [+]. Some linguists 
use an underline to mark tenseness: [a ,], [+,], or [*,].
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There is a vowel transcribed e in Yiyu Pinyin, which is very similar to the 
vowel in the Mandarin word 可 ke . It is a near-close, near-back unrounded 
vowel. In our phonetic transcription, we will use the symbol [-], though some 
linguists might have prefered to use [.], [/], or [0] for this vowel.

There is a vowel transcribed o in Yiyu Pinyin, which is somewhere in between 
the vowels in the Mandarin words 不 bu and 坡 po . It is a close-mid, back 
rounded vowel. In our phonetic transcription, we will write it as [o].

There is a vowel written uo in Yiyu Pinyin, which is similar to the vowel in the 
Mandarin word 多 duo, only a bit more open than the Mandarin vowel, and 
with some tenseness in the throat. This is an open-mid back rounded vowel. 
We will write it as [!] in the phonetic transcription. A few linguists, however, 
prefer to transcribe this sound as [o,] or [!,].

There is a vowel written i in Yiyu Pinyin. It is similar to the vowel in the 
Chinese word 你 ni . We will write it as [i] in our phonetic transcription, 
following the majority precedent. A small number of linguists prefer to write it 
as [1], since they use [i] for another vowel.

There is a vowel written ie in Yiyu Pinyin. It is somewhat similar to the vowel 
in the Chinese word 谢 xie , and is perhaps more similar to the vowel in the 
English word yet, though it has more tenseness in the throat than either the 
Chinese or English vowel. For those familiar with phonetics, it is a mid front 
unrounded vowel, which sometimes has a bit of an onglide. We will transcribe 
this vowel as [e], although some linguists prefer [2], [3], [e ,] or [1 ,] for this vowel.

There is a vowel written y in Yiyu Pinyin. In most contexts it is like the vowel 
in the Mandarin word 四 si. After certain consonants (those that are most 
similar to the Mandarin consonants sh, ch, zh, and r) it is pronounced like the 
vowel in the Mandarin word 是 shi. After certain other consonants (those that 
are most similar to the Mandarin consonants x, q, and j) it is pronounced more 
like the consonant in the middle of the English word measure . We will follow 
the precedent of most Chinese linguists by transcribing this vowel as either [4] 
or [5], depending on which consonant precedes it. Some Chinese linguists 
prefer to transcribe this vowel as [4] all the time, and a few prefer to transcribe 
it as [i]. There are also a few who prefer to transcribe it as [4], [5], or [i], 
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depending on the preceding consonant. Some western linguists prefer to 
transcribe this vowel as [6]. Chinese linguists analyze certain syllables as 
having this vowel, even though they sound like they only have a consonant. 
There will be more discussion of this when we get to the consonants in the 
next chapter, but one example would be the syllable that we'll write my in 
Yiyu Pinyin, which is typically written [m4] or [m(4)] in phonetic transcription, 
but which to many people's ears sounds just like [m] by itself.

Another vowel is written yr in Yiyu Pinyin. This vowel is just like the vowel 
written y, only there is a very audible tenseness in the throat. Using phonetic 
symbols, this vowel is transcribed the same as y, only with an underline to 
indicate the tenseness in the throat: [4 ,] or [5 ,].

There is a vowel written u in Yiyu Pinyin. This vowel is somewhat di)erent 
from anything in Mandarin or English, though it is probably closest to the 
vowel in Mandarin 福 fu, or to the English consonants v and w. Its 
distinguishing feature is that the lips are quite close together. It is pronounced 
somewhat di)erently, depending on what consonant precedes it. It usually 
sounds more v-like after those consonants that are most similar to Mandarin g, 
k, sh, ch, and zh, and it sounds more w-like after most other consonants. We 
will use the phonetic transcription [u] for this vowel regardless of what 
consonant it follows. Chinese linguists analyze certain syllables, which sound 
like they have no vowel, as actually having the vowel u, for example the 
syllable which we will write as mu or [m(u)], which actually sounds like an m 
with a bit of w-7avor. We'll talk about this in more detail in the next chapter 
when we get to the consonants. That is also where we will discuss some other 
odd things that u does when it follows certain consonants.

Finally there is a vowel that is written ur in Yiyu Pinyin. This vowel is just like 
the vowel written u, except that there is a very audible tenseness in the throat. 
We will transcribe it as [u,], with the underline indicating tenseness.

5. Exercises
Listen to and mimic your teacher saying the following syllables (Nuosu s is like 
English and Mandarin s).

Pinyin Phonetics
sa [sa]
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se [s-]
so [so]
suo [s!]
si [si]
sie [se]
sy [s4]
syr [s4 ,]
su [su]
sur [su,]

For another exercise, have your teacher randomly say one of the above 
syllables, and try to point to the one he is saying. Keep doing this as long as 
your teacher's patience holds out, or until you start to do pretty well at this 
exercise. Once you are pointing to the right syllable almost all the time, have 
your teacher continue to say these syllables in random order, while you try to 
write them down in Yiyu Pinyin. Have your teacher tell you after each attempt 
whether you wrote it correctly or not, and tell you what it should have been if 
you didn't get the right answer.
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Chapter 2

1. Consonants
Nuosu has a large number consonants. Depending on how you count them, 
there may be as many as 44 of them. The usual way of counting them results in 
a #gure of 43 consonants. These consonants can be grouped together into 
various natural classes, based on either their place of articulation or their 
manner of articulation. The former refers to the part of the mouth where the 
greatest constriction of the airstream occurs, and the latter refers to such 
things as whether that constriction in the mouth is total, or not total but tight 
enough to cause friction, or too lax to even cause friction, and whether the 
airstream is allowed to go out the nasal passage.

Nuosu has the same places of articulation as Mandarin Chinese. There are 
bilabial consonants, such as p, b, and m, labio-dental consonants such as f, 
alveolar consonants, such as t, d, s, and n, retro7ex consonants, such as sh and 
ch, palatalized consonants such as j, q, and x, and velar consonants such as g, 
k, and ng.

Nuosu has more manners of articulation than Mandarin Chinese. Mandarin has 
a contrast between aspirated and unaspirated stops (p vs b). Nuosu has this 
contrast too, but also has voiced stops (produced with the same vibration in 
vocal cords that would normally accompany a vowel, in Yiyu Pinyin indicated 
with a doubled consonant, e.g. bb), and prenasalized stops (produced with a 
nasal sound at the beginning, e.g. nd) Mandarin Chinese has voiced sonorants 
(e.g. m, n and l), but Nuosu has both voiced and voiceless sonorants (the 
voiceless ones are spelled with a preceding h, e.g. hm, hn, hl). Mandarin has 
voiceless fricatives (e.g. f) but Nuosu also has voiced fricatives (e.g. v).
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The following chart shows all the consonants, with both their Yiyu Pinyin 
spelling and their phonetic transcription.

The Yiyu Pinyin system was largely based on Hanyu Pinyin. So for the most 
part, those consonants which are spelled like something in Hanyu Pinyin are 
the same as or very similar to corresponding sounds in Mandarin. The 
exception would be w, which sounds nothing like a w in either Mandarin or 
English. Instead, it is a voiced velar fricative. In other words, it has the place of 
articulation of a k-sound (the back of the tongue approaching the roof of the 
mouth), and the manner of articulation of a v-sound (air is allowed to escape 
through the mouth, only with friction, and the vocal cords are vibrating). If 
you happen to have grown up speaking Spanish, it may help you to know that 
it is like the g-sound in Spanish words like "lago" and "tortuga". If you didn't 
grow up speaking Spanish, and if you haven't taken a phonetics course 
recently, it is likely that you will need your teacher to coach you on this sound.

Notice that throughout the Yiyu Pinyin spelling system, doubled consonant 
letters indicate voiced sounds. This may sometimes result in spellings that 

b [p]
p[p']
bb [b]
nb [8b]

m [m]

hm [m9 ]

f [f]
v [v]

d [t]
t [t']
dd [d]
nd [:d]
z [ts]
c [ts']
zz [dz]
nz [:dz]
n [n]
hn [n9]

l [l]
hl [l 9]

s [s]
ss [z]

zh [t;]
ch [t;']
rr [d<]
nr [:d<]

sh [;]
r [<]

j [t(]
q [t(']
jj [d$]
nj [:d$]
ny [=]

x [(]
y [$]

g [k]
k [k']
gg [>]
g [?>]

ng [@]

h [x]
w [A]

hx [h]
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don't seem very natural to the English speaker. For example, the sound that is 
identical to the English z-sound is spelled not with a z, but rather with a 
double s (ss). The z was not used for this sound, since the goal was to make this 
system as similar as possible to Hanyu Pinyin, where the letter z is already 
used to spell another sound.

Another potential point of confusion is with the spellings ng and mg. The 
former is used to spell a velar nasal sound in Hanyu Pinyin (the #nal sound in 
同 tong) so it the inventors of Yiyu Pinyin spelling decided to use the spelling 
ng for the same sound in Nuosu. But Nuosu also has a prenasalized g-sound (a 
g-sound with an ng-sound at the beginning of it, like in English #nger). They 
could have decided to spell this sound ngg, but they had an aversion to using 
more than two consonant letters at the beginning of any syllable. So they 
decided to spell it mg. But please note that it is not pronounced that way. It is 
pronounced like an ng-sound followed by a g-sound, just like the ng in jungle, 
#nger, or single.

Another odd spelling is rr. This is used for the voiced counterpart to zh. They 
wanted to use zh for the sound that was like the Chinese sound, in order to 
keep the spelling as much like Hanyu Pinyin as possible. But that left them 
with a dilemma. Their usual approach to spelling voiced sounds was to double 
the letter used to spell the corresponding voiceless sound. But they couldn't 
very well double zh, since they wanted no consonant to be spelled with more 
than two letters, and four was out of the question. So they decided to double 
the letter r instead.

There are some other odd spellings that you will probably have to just 
memorize (e.g. nb, nz, nj, hx). But keeping the spelling straight is not really the 
hardest part. The hardest part is learning the pronunciation of the consonants, 
and hearing the di)erence between some of the more similar sounding ones. 
Don't let Nuosu consonants discourage you too much. Every language has 
something that is particularly di"cult to learn. In Chinese it happens to be the 
writing system that is most di"cult, and in Nuosu it happens to be the 
consonants that are most di"cult.

If you've never learned to pronounce voiceless sonorants like hm, hn, and hl, 
try the following: Get ready to pronounce an m-sound, and while your lips are 
together, blow some air gently out your nose. Or get ready to pronounce an n-
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sound, or an l-sound, and then blow some air out. After trying this, listen to 
your teacher pronounce these consonants, and try mimicking.

Certain consonants interact with certain vowels in interesting ways. When the 
consonants d, t, dd, and nd precede either u or ur, the tendency is for the lips 
to vibrate or trill. This is probably a side e)ect of both u and ur being 
pronounced with the lips quite close together. The same thing can happen 
when b, p, bb, or nb precede u or ur, though the lips tend not to vibrate as 
much in that case. Have your teacher pronounce ddu and ddur for you, and be 
amazed. Don't worry, if your lips don't trill, people will not think it so strange, 
as long as other aspects of your pronunciation sound fairly normal to them.

The vowels y, yr, u, and ur all "get swallowed" after the consonants m, hm, l, 
and hl. In other words, syllables like mur, my, hmu, lu, and lyr are all 
pronounced as if there were no vowel, only a consonant. However, the 
"swallowed" vowel does in7uence the pronunciation of the consonant. For 
example, lu is pronounced with the lips rounded and close together, just like 
the vowel u, and lyr is pronounced with audible tenseness in the throat, just 
like the vowel yr. This will take time for you to get used to. Whenever you run 
into these kinds of syllables, ask your teacher to coach you until you learn to 
say them correctly. Learning to consistently hear the di)erence between my 
and mu is likely to take even longer than learning to pronounce the di)erence. 
But don't worry, in some dialects of Nuosu, there is no di)erence between the 
two. You should certainly try learn to pronounce and hear the di)erence 
between the tense throat and lax throat versions of these syllables (e.g. lu vs. 
lur), since every dialect of Nuosu makes that distinction.

2. Exercises
Listen to your teacher go through the consonant chart several times, 
pronouncing each one. Of course, your teacher will probably want to 
pronounce each consonant with a vowel after it, since otherwise certain 
consonants can be hard to pronounce or hard to hear. As you listen, focus on 
the consonants, not the vowels. After several times through the chart, try 
doing the same thing yourself, having your teacher coach you. After doing it 
once, listen to your teacher again.

It might be helpful at this point for you and your teacher to make an audio 
recording. Your part is to make the script. Make a list of syllables that you 
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think you would like to hear over and over. Suppose you have a hard time 
hearing the di)erence between da and dda (who doesn't have trouble with 
that?). You might want to have a sequence like da, dda, da, dda, da, dda in the 
script. Or suppose you have trouble with the "swallowed" vowels. In that case 
you might want to have a sequence like my, mu, myr, mur, hmy, hmu, ly, lu, lyr, 
lur in the script. Or maybe you want your teacher to read through the whole 
consonant chart.
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Chapter 3

1. The Four Tones
The standard variety of Nuosu has four tones, high [$], mid-high [B], mid [!], 
and low [%&]. In Yiyu Pinyin, the high tone is written with a t at the end of the 
syllable. The mid-high tone is written with an x at the end of the syllable. The 
low tone is written with a p at the end of the syllable. The mid tone is written 
with no consonant letter at the end of the syllable, because the mid tone is the 
most common tone. In case it helps you remember, the letter t is a taller letter 
than any of the vowel letters, hence its use to mark the high tone. Similarly, 
the letter p goes down below the line, hence its use to mark the low tone.

As in Chinese, the actual pitch of a particular tone will vary according to the 
overall pitch of the speaker's voice, the speaker's mood, how long it has been 
since the speaker has taken a breath, and other factors, but the basic principle 
is that the high and mid-high tones are higher than the mid-range of the 
overall pitch pattern in a sentence, and the low tone is lower than that 
midrange. It is somewhat deceptive to think of tones in a tone language as 
notes on a scale, but if it helps you, you could think of the low tone as "do", the 
mid tone as "mi", the mid-high tone as "fa", and the high tone as "so", with the 
pitch of "mi" in a range that feels neither high nor low to you.

2. Tone changes
There are certain situations where a low tone syllable might change to a mid-
high tone syllable, and other situations where a mid tone syllable might 
change to a mid-high tone syllable. At this point, don't worry about it. We'll 
run into speci#c examples later.

3. Tone and the spelling of vowels
Most vowels can occur with any of the four tones. The exceptions are y and u 
([4] and [u]). These two vowels never occur in the high tone, though their tense 
throat counterparts yr and ur ([4 ,] and [u,]) do. For this reason there is a spelling 
convention in Yiyu Pinyin that the r is not written before the t that marks high 
tone. Thus, we write syt and sut for [s4 ,$] and [su,$], rather than syrt and surt, 
even though the latter would be a more consistent spelling.

Although the vowels uo, ie, ur, and yr can occur in any tone, they occur only 
rarely in the low tone. Furthermore, the spellings urp and yrp are never used in 
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Pinyin. Instead, the r is left out. Although the spelling up could mean either 
[u%&] or [u,%&], it usually means the former, since the latter is quite rare. Words 
like gupzyr [ku,%&ts4 ,!] "rescue, save" are the exception rather than the rule. 
Similarly for the spelling yp.

The fact that the spellings yrt, urt, yrp, and urp are not used might lead one to 
guess that the spellings yrx and urx are not used either. However, these two 
spellings are used.

4. Exercises
Try to read the following. Have your teacher coach you. Listen carefully to 
how your teacher says them.

at-mop [a$mo%&] hxiex-ma [heBma!]
ax-mo [aBmo!] hxie-mat [he!ma$]
ap-mop [a%&mo%&] hxiet-ma [he$ma!]
ap-mo [a%&mo!] ax-bbo [aBbo!]
cyx-ma [ts'4Bma!] ap-bbo [a%&bo!]
cyp-ma [ts'4%&ma!] ap-bbop [a%&bo%&]
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Chapter 4

1. Vocabulary
nga [@a!] I, me
ne [n-!] you (singular)
cy [ts'4!] he, him, she, her
va [va!] chicken
vot [vo$] pig
she [;-!] meat
va-she [va!;-!] chicken (the meat)
vot-she [vo$;-!] pork
zza [dza!] cooked rice, food
jjo [d$o!] have
zze [dz-!] eat
vy [v4!] buy

2. Model Sentences
。 I buy pig(s).

nga vot vy

。 He/she buys chicken(s).
cy va vy

。 You eat rice.
ne zzax zze

。 He/she has chicken(s).
cy va jjo

。 I eat pork.
nga vot-she zze

。 He/she eats chicken.
cy va-she zze

。 I have cooked rice.
nga zza jjo
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3. Grammar
In English, most nouns have a singular and plural form, e.g. pig vs. pigs and 
chicken vs. chickens. Only a few nouns in English don't make this distinction, 
e.g. sheep.

In Nuosu, nouns do not make a distinction between singular and plural. So, the 
word  (va) might mean either "chicken" or "chickens", depending on the 
context in which the word is used.

Di)erent languages put their words together in di)erent orders. In English, the 
basic order is Subject Verb Object, or SVO for short. This means that, given the 
verb "eat", the one who does the eating comes #rst, then the verb "eat", then 
#nally the thing eaten, e.g. "I eat rice". Or given the verb "buy", the one who 
buys something comes #rst, then the verb "buy", then the thing that they are 
buying, e.g. "They buy pork".

In Nuosu, the basic word order is Subject Object Verb, or SOV for short. This 
means that instead of saying "I eat rice", one would say "I rice eat".

In Nuosu a direct object never follows its verb. Thus, you would never say "eat 
chicken", "buy pork", or "have pigs". Instead, Nuosu people say "chicken eat", 
"pork buy", and "pigs have".

You may have noticed that in the third sentence above, the tone for the direct 
object is the mid-high tone, whereas this word is listed in the vocabulary 
section with the mid tone. In Nuosu there are various situations where tones 
change. This happens in the expression  zzax zze "eat cooked rice", and in 

subject

 nga

 cy

 ne

 nga

 cy

 nga

direct object

 vot

 va

 zzax

 vot-she

 va-she

 zza

verb

 vy

 vy

 zze

 zze

 zze

 jjo

I buy pig(s).

He/she buys chicken(s).

You eat cooked rice.

I eat pork.

He/she eats chicken meat.

I have rice.
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many other situations, which will be dealt with in later chapters. For now, 
simply note that tone changes in Nuosu depend on the particular words 
involved, and it is impossible to state any tone change rules quite as consistent 
as the rule for two third tones in Chinese.

The expression  zzax zze is the most common way of simply saying "eat", 
and doesn't necessarily mean that the meal includes cooked rice. For example, 
one could be eating potatoes and soup, and  would still be a normal way to 
describe the situation. It is similar to the Chinese expression 吃饭, which also 
could mean either "eat cooked rice", but more often has a less speci#c 
meaning, "eat food".

4. Exercises
Try writing the sentences "I eat meat", "She eats cooked rice", and "You have 
pigs", and "I buy pork".

Try reading the sentences you have written. Have your teacher or another 
Nuosu friend listen to you and correct you. Try reading the model sentences 
with the pinyin covered up. Again, have your teacher or another Nuosu friend 
listen to you and correct you. It is important both that you get comfortable 
with being corrected, and that you let your teacher know you want to be 
corrected. Now is the time when you will be forming pronunciation habits that 
might be hard to break later.

As a #nal exercise, have your teacher or another Nuosu friend read the model 
sentences to you in random order, and try to say what each sentence means.
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Chapter 5

1. Vocabulary
xix [(iB] what
kat [k'a$] where
kat-go [k'a$ko!] where
hmi [m9 i!] be named
bbo [bo!] go
la [la!] come
da [ta!] from
ap [a%&] not
vot-zza [vo$dza!] pig-feed
Mu-gat [m(u)!ka$] (a man's name)
Mu-gox [m(u)!koB] (a woman's name)
Vut-ga [vu$ka!] (a woman's name)
At-gop [a$ko%&] (a woman's name)
Op-rro [o%&d<o!] Xichang
Ko-mip [k'o!mi%&] Kunming
Chep-du [t;'-%&tu!] Chengdu

2. Model Sentences
？ What is your name?

Ne xix hmi?

 Mu-gat 。 My name is Mu-gat.
Nga Mu-gat hmi.

？ What is her name?
Cy xix hmi?

 At-gop 。 Her name is At-gop.
Cy At-gop hmi.

？ What is my name?
Nga xix hmi?

 Mu-gox 。 Your name is Mu-gox.
Ne Mu-gox hmi.
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？ What is he/she buying?
Cy xix vy?

。 He/she is buying chicken.
Cy va-she vy.

？ Where are you going?
Ne kat-go bbo?

 Ko-mip 。 I am going to Kunming.
Nga Ko-mip bbo.

。 Where are you coming from?
Ne kat-go da la?

 Chep-du 。 I am coming from Chengdu.
Nga Chep-du da la.

 Vut-ga ？ Is she named Vut-ga?
Cy Vut-ga hmix-hmi?

 Vut-ga 。 She is not named Vut-ga.
Cy Vut-ga ap-hmi.

 Chep-du ？ Is he/she going to Chengdu?
Cy Chep-du bbox-bbo?

 Chep-du 。 He/she is not going to Chengdu.
Cy Chep-du ap-bbo.

。 Are you buying pork?
Ne vot-she vyx-vy.

。 I am not buying pork.
Nga vot-she ap-vy.
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？ Do you have chickens?
Ne va jjox-jjo?

？ Does he/she eat meat?
Cy she zzex-zze?

。 Does he/she have pig feed?
Cy vot-zza jjox-jjo.

3. Grammar
In this lesson we have two di)erent kinds of questions. One kind of question is 
sometimes called a "content question". Content questions always contain a 
question word. English question words include "who", "what", "when", 
"where", and "why". In this lesson we have three question words, , , and 
. The #rst means "what", and the second and third both mean "where". In 

English, the question words are normally at the beginning of the sentence. 
However, in Nuosu, as in Chinese, the position of a question word depends on 
it's grammatical role. For example, if a question word is being used as a 
subject, it will be in the same position where a subject would normally be. But 
if a question word is being used as a direct object, it will go where direct 
objects normally go. 

The word  is sometimes used as a noun meaning "name", but in this lesson it 
is being used as a verb, meaning "be named". Thus, the #rst model sentence 

 could be literally translated "You are named what?". The word  is 
positioned right before the verb, because an answer to the question, e.g.  Mu-
gat , would put the name Mu-gat right before the verb.

Similarly, in the question  the question word  goes right before the verb, 
because an answer to the question, e.g.  Op-rro , would put the destination 
Op-rro right before the verb.

Thus, in Nuosu there is the same word order for both content questions and 
statements, even though in English, the question word is normally at the 
beginning of the sentence.
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In English, there are words like "to", "from", "in", "on", etc that often indicate 
the position or direction of one thing in relation to another. They are called 
"prepositions" in English, because they go before a noun or pronoun. Nuosu 
has some similar words, which are more accurately called "postpositions", 
because in Nuosu these words come after a noun or pronoun. The word  is 
one such word. Although it means "from", you would never say "from 
Xichang" or "from Kunming" in Nuosu. Instead, you would say, "Xichang 
from", or "Kunming from".

The second kind of question is often called a "yes-no question", because in 
English, the natural answer for such a question is usually "yes" or "no". 

In Nuosu, yes-no questions are made by reduplication of the verb. For verbs 
consisting of one mid tone syllable such as we have learned so far, this means 
that the syllable is repeated, and the tone of the #rst repetition changes to the 
mid-high tone. Thus, the yes-no question form of  jjo is  jjox-jjo. Likewise, 
 vy changes to  vyx-vy, and  bbo changes to  bbox-bbo. The word 

order is the same for a yes-no question and a statement.

Nuosu doesn't have any exact equivalent to the English words "yes" and "no", 
so yes-no questions are answered with a sentence or short phrase that uses the 

subject

 ne

 nga

 cy

 cy

 ne

 nga

object or place

 xix

Mu-gat

 xix

 va-she

 kat-go

Op-rro

verb

 hmi

 hmi

 vy

 vy

 bbo

 bbo

What is your name? (Q)

My name is Mu-gat. (A)

What is she buying? (Q)

She is buying chicken meat. (A)

Where are you going? (Q)

I am going to Xichang. (A)

subject

 cy

 ne

 nga

place

Op-rro

 kat-go

Chep-du

"from"

 da

 da

 da

verb

 la

 la

 la

He is coming from Xichang.

Where are you coming from?

I am coming from Chengdu.
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same verb that was reduplicated in the question.

In order to make a statement negative in English, we normally put the word 
"not" right after the #rst verb in the verb phrase, for example we change "will 
go" to "will not go".

The rules for negative statements are simple in Nuosu as long as the verb is 
only one syllable long. We simply add  ap before a verb of one syllable to 
make it negative. So, if  jjo means "have",  ap-jjo means "doesn't have". 
We will leave the rules for verbs of more than one syllable until later.

4. Exercises
Try writing the sentences "What are you buying?", "Do you have pigs?", "I 
don't have pigs", and "My name is Vut-sa".

Which of the following sentences are incorrect? Why? Cross them out, and 
don't learn them.

？
。
？

？
？

。

subject

 ne

 nga

 cy

 cy

direct object

  vot-she

  vot-she

 zza

 zza

verb

 vyx-vy

 vy

 jjox-jjo

 vy

Are you buying pork? (Q)

I am buying pork. (A)

Does she have cooked rice? (Q)

She has cooked rice. (A)

subject

 cy

 cy

 ne

 ne

object or place

 va

 va

Op-rro

Op-rro

verb

 vy

  ap-vy

 bbo

 ap-bbo

She is buying chickens

She is not buying chickens

You are going to Xichang.

You are not going to Xichang.
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？
。
。
？

 Chep-du 。
。

 Mu-gat 。
？

？
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Chapter 6

1. Vocabulary

2. Model Sentences
？ What is your surname?

Ne co-xix xix nge?

 Mat-hxie 。 My surname is Mat-hxie.
Nga co-xix Mat-hxie nge.

 Mat-hxie。 My surname is Mat-hxie.
Nga co-xix Mat-hxie.

？ What is your surname?
Ne co-xix li xix nge?

 La-ma 。 My surname is La-ma.
Nga co-xix li La-ma nge.

co-xix
li
nge
kax-ddi
it
su
ma
cox ma
vot ma
vax ma
cyx-ma
cy-yiet
co cyx-ma
max-su
va max-su
Mat-hxie
La-ma
Qo-mox
Sha-mat

[ts'o!(iB]
[li!]
[@-!]
[k'aBdi!]
[i$]
[su!]
[ma!]
[ts'oBma!]
[vo$ma!]
[vaBma!]
[ts'4Bma!]
[ts'4!$a$]
[ts'o!ts'4Bma!]
[maBsu!]
[va!maBsu!]
[ma$he!]
[la!ma!]
[t('o!moB]
[;a!ma$]

surname
(no English equivalent)
be
who
sleep, dwell, live
(no English equivalent)
a, an
a person
a pig
a chicken
this
this kind
this person
the
the chicken
(a surname)
(a surname)
(a surname)
(a surname)
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？ Who is he?
Cy kax-ddi nge?

 Qo-mox Mu-gox 。 Hi is Qo-mox Mu-gox.
Cyx li Qo-mox Mu-gox nge.

？ Who is she?
Cyx li kax-ddi nge?

 Sha-mat Vut-ga 。 She is Sha-mat Vut-ga
Cy Sha-mat Vut-ga nge.

？ Who are you?
Nex li kax-ddi nge?

 Mu-gat 。 I am La-ma Mu-gat.
Ngax li La-ma Mu-gat nge.

？ What is this?
Cyx-ma li xix nge?

。 This is a pig.
Cyx-ma li vot ma nge.

Cy-yiet ？ What is it?
Cy-yiet li xix nge? (literally “What is this kind?”)

Cy-yiet 。 It is a chicken.
Cy-yiet li va nge. (literally “This kind is chicken.”)

？ What is this person's surname?
co cyx-ma li co-xix xix nge?

？ Does this person have any chickens?
Co cyx-ma va jjox-jjo?
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。 He has a chicken.
Cy vax ma jjo.

？ Where is the chicken going?
Va max-su kat bbo?

？ Do you have pigs?
Ne vot jjox-jjo?

。 I have a pig.
Nga vot ma jjo.

？ What is the pig eating?
Vot max-su xix zze?

？ Where are you from?
Ne kat it su nge?

 Mit-guop 。 I am from America.
Nga Mi-guop it su.

？ Where are you living?
ne kat it?

 Kot-mip 。 I'm living in Kunming.
Nga Kot-mip it.

 Chep-du 。 She is from Chengdu.
Cy Chep-du it su.

 Op-rro 。 He is from Xichang.
Cyx li Op-rro it su nge.

3. Grammar
In this lesson we are learning how to form a noun phrase. Some examples of 
noun phrases in English would be "a chicken", "the pig", "that person", and 
"these chickens". These particular examples are made up of a determiner (a, 
the, this, that, these, those, etc.) and a noun. In English, the determiner always 
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precedes the noun. In Nuosu, determiners always follow the noun. For 
example, in Nuosu one would say "pig this" or "chicken that".

Notice that all the determiners we have studied so far include the syllable  
(ma). This is actually a measure word, like the Chinese word 个. This particular 
measure word is used with all the nouns we have learned so far, but soon we 
will learn nouns for which you would use other measure words besides .

Notice that the tone of a mid tone, one-syllable noun changes to mid-high tone 
when it is followed by a mid tone, one-syllable measure word. For example, 
you would say  (vax ma) "a chicken", and you would not say  (va ma). 
Similarly, you would say  (cox ma) "a person", rather than  (co ma).  
(vot ma) "a pig" doesn't have this tone change, because it only happens when 
both the noun and the measure word are originally mid tone syllables.

When a measure word is combined with  (-su), its meaning changes from 
that of an inde#nite article (like English "a", "an", or "some") to that of a 
de#nite article (English "the"). Notice that the tone of  changes to the mid-
high tone (ma → max). This also happens with other mid-tone measure words, 
as we will see in the next lesson.

When a measure word is combined with  (cy-), the meaning changes from 
that of an inde#nite article to that of a demonstrative (like English "this" or 
"these"). In this case,  comes #rst, and its tone normally changes to the mid-
high tone (cy- → cyx-).

Noun
 vot
 cox
 vot
 vot
 va
 va

Determiner
 cyx-ma

 ma
 ma
 max-su
 cyx-ma
 max-su

this pig
a person
a pig
the pig
this chicken
the chicken
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In this lesson we have a new kind of sentence pattern. In English, sentences 
like "This is a pig" or "My surname is Johnson" are called "equative 
sentences". Not all English sentences with the verb "to be" are equative 
sentences, since some of them in describe location (e.g. "It is on the table") and 
some sentences in English use "to be" in some other ways (e.g. "He is ready", 
"She is reading a book", etc.). Generally speaking, if you're not sure whether a 
sentence with "to be" is an equative sentence, you can check whether the 
word(s) following "to be" is/are a pronoun or a noun (phrase). If that is not the 
case, then it is not an equative sentence. Grammarians call the pronoun or 
noun (phrase) following the verb "to be" a "predicate nominal". The verb in an 
equative sentence is called an "equative verb".

In Nuosu, the equative verb  (nge) follows the predicate nominal. So, instead 
of saying "It is a chicken", you would say "It a chicken is", and instead of 
saying "My surname is Smith" you would say "My surname Smith is".

Often, the word  (li) follows the subject of an equative sentence . This word 
cannot be translated into English, but you can gradually get used to the 
various ways it is used, just as a Chinese speaker has to gradually get used to 
the English word "the", which has no real equivalent in Chinese. Grammarians 
often call such di"cult-to-translate little words "particles". Notice that the 
tone of a mid tone, one-syllable subject changes to mid-high tone before the 
word . Thus you would say  (cyx li), not  (cy li), you would say  
(ngax li) rather than  (nga li), and  (nex li) instead of  (ne li). Later 
you will learn some other words that have a similar e)ect on the tone of the 
preceding word.

Both the word  (li) and the equative verb  (nge) are sometimes left out of an 
equative sentence. But the verb is not optional if the equative sentence is 
negative, in which case you say  (ap-nge). The verb is also not optional if 
the equative sentence is a question, in which case you would say  (ngex-
nge).

Noun
vot
vot
vot

Pre#x

cyx-

Measure Word
ma
max
ma

Su"x

-su
a pig
the pig
this pig
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The following chart illustrates many of the possibilities with equative 
sentences.

The word  (su) is another of those little words that are often called 
"particles". It sometimes has the function of turning a sentence into something 
that behaves grammatically like a noun. Grammarians might call it a 
"nominalizer", based on this function. The closest thing in English is the word 
"that" in a sentence like "I knew that he was here", in which "that" turns "he 
was here" into something noun-like, so that it can function as a direct object. 
 (su) di)ers from the English word "that" in its location, since it always 

follows rather than precedes the sentence it makes noun-like. So in Nuosu, you 
would say "he was here that" rather than "that he was here".

The word  (su) is sometimes used in sentences where the corresponding 
English sentence would not use the word "that". It is very frequently used in 
asking people where they are from, and in answering the question. It adds to 
the sentence a 7avor of permanence, which would not be there if the sentence 
did not have the word . Thus,  is more like "Where do you normally 
live?" or "Where is your home?" and  is more like "Where are you staying 
at the moment?".

One often sees the word  (su) followed by the equative verb  (nge). This is 
possible because the word  makes the preceding sentence noun-like, so that 
it can be the predicate nominal in an equative sentence with the equative verb 
. In a sentence like  (ne kat-go it su nge) "Where do you live?", the 

verb  (nge) is optional, but the question sounds more polite if this verb is not 
left out. However, it is #ne to leave out this verb when answering the question, 
e.g.  Op-rro  (nga Op-rro it su) is just as acceptable as saying  Op-rro 

 (Nga Op-rro it su nge) "I live in Xichang".

Subject
 cyx-ma
 cyx-ma
 cyx-ma
 cyx-ma
 cyx-ma
 cyx-ma

Particle
 li
 li

 li

Predicate Nominal
 vot ma
 vot ma
 vot ma
 vot ma
 vot ma
 vot ma

Equative Verb
 nge

 nge
 ap-nge
 ap-nge
 ngex-nge

This is a pig.
This is a pig.
This is a pig.
This isn't a pig.
This isn't a pig.
Is this a pig?
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This is the most complex grammatical structure we have encountered so far. 
Don't worry too much about it. At this point it is best to just memorize some of 
the sentences with this structure, and practice building other sentences with 
the same structure by simply replacing the place names with other place 
names. In later chapters we will encounter other kinds of sentences that should 
make it easier to understand what the word  (su) is doing grammatically.

3. Exercises
Try writing the sentence "I am a person" in as many ways as are correct in 
Nuosu. Then try writing the sentence "I am not a chicken", also in as many 
di)erent ways as are correct in Nuosu. Find out from your teacher whether 
you came up with all the possibilities, or whether you wrote some incorrect 
sentences.

Read through all the model sentences in this chapter, and then try to say 
"What is this chicken eating?" and "Where is the pig coming from?". Have your 
teacher listen to you, and help you if you need help.
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Chapter 7

1. Vocabulary

2. Model Sentences
？ Where are the people going?

Co ggex-su kat bbo?

？ What are these?
Cyx-gge xix nge?

？ What are those?
A-zzyx-gge xix nge?

。 I'll buy a #sh.
Nga hxex ji vy.

？ Which #sh will you buy?
Ne hxe xix ji vy?

gge
ggex-su
cyx-gge
a-zzyx-gge
a-zzyx-ma
ji
jix-su
cyx-ji
a-zzyx-ji
hxe
hxex ji
le
lex ji
xix-ji
xix-ma
bip
bip ji

[>-!]
[>-Bsu!]
[ts'4B>-!]
[a!dz4B>-!]
[a!dz4Bma!]
[t(i!]
[t(iBsu!]
[ts'4Bt(i!]
[a!dz4Bt(i!]
[h-!]
[h-Bt(i!]
[l-!]
[l-Bt(i!]
[(iBt(i!]
[(iBma!]
[pi%&]
[pi%&t(i!]

some
the (plural)
these
those
that
a
the
this
that
#sh
a #sh
ox
an ox
which
which
pen
a pen
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。 I'll buy this #sh.
Nga hxe cyx-ji vy.

。 He has an ox.
Cy lex ji jjo.

？ Whose pen is this pen?
Bip cyx-ji kax-ddi bip nge?

 Mu-gat 。 This is La-ma Mu-gat's pen.
Cyx-ji La-ma Mu-gat bip nge.

？ Which chicken will you buy?
Ne va xix-ma vy?

。 I'll buy that chicken.
Nga va a-zzyx-ma vy.

？ Where is the ox coming from?
Le jix-su kat-go da la?

3. Grammar
In Nuosu there are many di)erent measure words. In previous lessons we 
learned only one measure word,  (ma). This measure word is very common, 
because it is used with most kinds of animals and birds, with many kinds of 
inanimate objects (especially round ones), and with people. Often it 
corresponds to the Chinese measure word 个. Another measure word is  (ji), 
which is used for cattle, #sh, snakes, pens, #ngers, ropes, hairs, sticks, and 
almost any long, thin object. It is also sometimes used when talking about 
people the speaker doesn't like. It often corresponds to the Chinese measure 
word 条.

The measure word  (gge) is something like 些 in Chinese. It can be used with 
any noun, provided the number is plural. But in the singular, you must choose 
a measure word appropriate to the particular noun. Since the nouns 
themselves don't change for singular or plural, the use of  (gge) is often the 
best way to indicate that you mean more than one.
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You should make a habit of learning the appropriate measure words every 
time you learn new nouns.

Any measure word can be combined with certain other syllables to form 
de#nite articles and demonstratives. The patterns are always the same as the 
pattern for  (ma). The de#nite article is formed as follows:

Demonstratives are formed according to the following pattern:

Note that most measure words can be translated with the English singular 
inde#nite article ("a" or "an") when they occur without any pre#x or su"x. An 
exception is  (gge), which must be translated "some" because plurality is 
inherent in its meaning.

As in English and Chinese, the owner (or the "possessor") precedes the thing 
owned (or the "possessed".)

Noun
 vot
 le
 vot
 le

Measure Word
 max
 jix
 ggex
 ggex

Su"x
 -su
 -su
 -su
 -su

the pig
the ox
the pigs
the oxen

Noun
 vot
 vot
 le
 le
 vot
 vot
 le
 le

Pre#x
 cyx
 a-zzyx

 cyx
 a-zzyx

 cyx
 a-zzyx

 cyx
 a-zzyx

Measure Word
 ma
 ma
 ji
 ji
 gge
 gge
 gge
 gge

this pig
that pig
this ox
that ox
these pigs
those pigs
these oxen
those oxen

Possessor
 kax-ddi

Qo-mox Mu-gox

Possessed
 le
 le

whose ox
Qo-mox Mu-gox's ox
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The singular personal pronouns have possessive forms (special forms used 
whenever they are the possessor), which we will learn in another lesson. 

In addition, there is a way to say "mine", "yours", "ours", etc, where the 
possessed noun does not have to be explicitly mentioned. We will also save 
that for another lesson.

4. Exercises
Read all the model sentences out loud and have your teacher or a Nuosu friend 
coach you on your pronunciation.

Have your teacher or a Nuosu friend read the model sentences out loud in 
random order, and you try to say what each one means.

Try to say the following: "the pen", "that #sh", "this chicken", "the #sh", "a 
pig", "that person", "this pen", "the pen", "this person", and "a #sh", without 
looking at your book. Have your teacher or a Nuosu friend coach you.

The word for "pine" is  (te), and the measure word for nouns refering to 
plants is  (bbo). How do you suppose you would say "a pine", "the pine", 
"this pine", "that pine", "these pines" and "those pines"?

There is a measure word  (yiet) meaning "a kind of" or "a variety of", similar 
to the Chinese word 样. This measure word, like  (gge), can be used with any 
noun. If  (va xi-yiet) means "what kind of chicken" and  (va cy-yiet) 
means "this kind of chicken", how do you suppose you might say "that kind of 
#sh"? How do you think you might say "a kind of pig"?

You will be taught the words , , and  in a later chapter, so there is no need 
to memorize them right now.
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Chapter 8

1. Vocabulary
kep-nyix- [k'-%&=iB] how many, how much
cyp- [ts'4%&] one
nyip- [=i%&] two
suo- [s!!] three
ly- [l(4)!] four
nge- [@-!] #ve
fut- [fu,$] six
shyp- [;5%&] seven
hxit- [hi$] eight
ggu- [>u!] nine
ci- [ts'i!] ten
cyp-ma [ts'4%&ma!] one
nyip-ma [=i%&ma!] two
suo-ma [s!!ma!] three
ly-ma [l(4)!ma!] four
nge-ma [@-!ma!] #ve
fut-ma [fu,$ma!] six
shyp-ma [;5%&ma!] seven
hxit-ma [hi$ma!] eight
ggu-ma [>u!ma!] nine
ci-ma [ts'i!ma!] ten
cyp-ji [ts'4%&t(i!] one
nyip-ji [=i%&t(i!] two
suo-ji [s!!t(i!] three
ly-ji [l(4)!t(i!] four
nge-ji [@-!t(i!] #ve
fut-ji [fu,$t(i!] six
shyp-ji [;5%&t(i!] seven
hxit-ji [hi$t(i!] eight
ggu-ji [>u!t(i!] nine
ci-ji [ts'i!t(i!] ten

2. Model Sentences
three pigs

vot suo-ma
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six chickens
va fut-ma

one person
co cyp-ma

the two people
co nyip-ma-su

four #sh
hxe ly-ji

these #ve #sh
le cyx-nge-ji

these seven chickens
va a-zzyx-shyp-ma

？ How many #sh will you buy?
Ne hxe kep-nyix-ji vy?

。 I'll buy eight #sh.
Nga hxe hxit-ji vy.

？ How many pigs do you have?
Ne vot kep-nyix-ma jjo?

。 I have nine pigs.
Nga vot ggu-ma jjo.

3. Grammar
In Nuosu, just as in Chinese, numbers are used in combination with measure 
words. If you were simply counting from one to ten, you might in that case use 
some numbers without measure words. But if you want to say "#ve magpies", 
you need to combine the number "#ve" with the measure word appropriate to 
magpies. The number always goes right before the measure word. Since 
measure words go after the noun, the resulting order is Noun+Number+M.W.
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If you want to make the above structure de#nite, i.e. you want to say "the #ve 
#sh" instead of just "#ve #sh", you add  (-su) after the measure word. Or if 
you want to add a demonstrative ("these", "those"), you put it before the 
number.

When you are asking how many of something,  (kep-nyix) is the word to 
use. It goes after the noun, and right before the measure word, in the same 
position where a number would go if you knew the number.

At this point we should comment on the use of the measure word  (ma) with 
nouns referring to people. It is the normal measure word to use if you are 
talking about one or two people, but with the numbers three, four, #ve, nine, 
and ten, the normal measure word is  (yuo). With the numbers six or eight, 
the tone of the measure word changes to the low tone  (yuop), and with the 
number seven the tone of the measure word changes to the high tone  (yuot). 
Don't worry, these kinds of exceptions to the rule are not very common in 
Nuosu, at least not so common as they are in English! The following chart will 
hopefully make things a bit clearer. Note that this would be the pattern with 
any other noun that referred to a kind of person, i.e. words meaning "man", 

Noun
 hxe
 va
 le

Number
 nge-
 hxit-
 ggu-

Measure Word
 ji
 ma
 ji

#ve #sh
eight chickens
nine oxen

Noun
 hxe
 hxe
 hxe
 vot
 vot
 vot

Pre#x

 cyx-
 a-zzyx-

 cyx-
 a-zzyx-

Number
 nge-
 nge-
 nge-
 suo-
 suo-
 suo-

Measure Word
 ji
 ji
 ji
 ma
 ma
 ma

Su"x
 -su

 -su

the #ve #sh
these #ve #sh
those #ve #sh
the three pigs
these three pigs
those three pigs

Noun
 va
 le

Question Word
 kep-nyix
 kep-nyix

Measure Word
 ma
 ji

how many chickens?
how many oxen?
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"woman", "child", "mother", "father", "grandfather", "grandmother", "son", 
"daughter", "carpenter", "emperor", etc, could all be substituted for  (co) 
"person" in the following chart:

4. Exercises
Translate the following into English:

？
？

。
。

？
。

。

Noun
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co
 co

Number
 cyp
 nyip
 suo
 ly
 nge
 fut
 shyp
 hxit
 ggu
 ci

Measure Word
 ma
 ma
 yuo
 yuo
 yuo
 yuop
 yuot
 yuop
 yuo
 yuo

one person
two people
three people
four people
#ve people
six people
seven people
eight people
nine people
ten people
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Chapter 9

1. Vocabulary
cix-zy [ts'iBts4C] eleven
ci-nyix [ts'iC=iB] twelve
cix-suo [ts'iBs!C] thirteen
cix-ly [ts'iBl(4)C] fourteen
cix-nge [ts'iB@-C] #fteen
ci-fut [ts'iCfu,D] sixteen
ci-shyx [ts'iC;5B] seventeen
ci-hxit [ts'iChiD] eighteen
cix-ggu [ts'iB>uC] nineteen
nyip-zi [=i%&tsiC] twenty
nyip-zi-cyx [=i%&tsiCts'4B] twenty-one
nyip-zi-nyix [=i%&tsiC=iB] twenty-two
nyip-zix-suo [=i%&tsiBs!C] twenty-three
nyip-zix-ly [=i%&tsiBl(4)C] twenty-four
nyip-zix-nge [=i%&tsiB@-C] twenty-#ve
nyip-zi-fut [=i%&tsiCfu,D] twenty-six
nyip-zi-shyx [=i%&tsiC;5B] twenty-seven
nyip-zi-hxit [=i%&tsiChiD] twenty-eight
nyip-zi-ggu [=i%&tsiC>uC] twenty-nine
suo-ci [s!Cts'iC] thirty
suo-ci-cyx [s!Cts'iCts'4B] thirty-one
suo-ci-nyix [s!Cts'iC=iB] thirty-two
suo-cix-suo [s!Cts'iBs!C] thirty-three
suo-cix-ly [s!Cts'iBl(4)C] thirty-four
suo-cix-nge [s!Cts'iB@-C] thirty-#ve
suo-ci-fut [s!Cts'iCfu,D] thirty-six
suo-ci-shyx [s!Cts'iC;5B] thirty-seven
suo-ci-hxit [s!Cts'iChiD] thirty-eight
suo-cix-ggu [s!Cts'iB>uC] thirty-nine
ly-ci [l(4)Cts'iC] fourty
nge-ci [@-Cts'iC] #fty
fut-ci [fu,Dts'iC] sixty
shyp-ci [;5%&ts'iC] seventy
hxit-ci [hiDts'iC] eighty
ggu-ci [>uCts'iC] ninety
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hxa [haC] hundred
cyp-hxa [ts'4%&haC] one hundred
nyip-hxa [=i%&haC] two hundred
dur [tu,C] thousand
cyp-dur [ts'4%&tu,C] one thousand
nyip-dur [=i%&tu,C] two thousand
vat [vaD] ten thousand
cyp-vat [ts'4%&vaD] ten thousand
nyip-vat [=i%&vaD] twenty thousand
rre-mop [d<-Cmo%&] money

2. Examples of usage
eleven sheep

yo cix-zy-ma

？ How many sheep do you have?
Ne yo kep-nyix-ma jjo?

。 I have thirty-six sheep.
Nga yo suo-ci-shyx-ma jjo

？ How many chickens is he buying?
Cy va kep-nyix-ma vy?

。 He is buying twenty-two chickens.
Cy va nyip-zi-ma vy.

? How much money?
Rre-mop kep-nyip-vat?

1.00 RMB
rre-mop cyp-vat

2.00 RMB
rre-mop nyip-vat

0.20 RMB
rre-mop nyip-dur
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3. About Numbers and Tones
There are two di"cult aspects of the number system. One is that there are 
some tone changes to get used to. The other di"cult part is that there are some 
exceptional numbers that must simply be memorized.

The basic pattern for numbers between 10 and 100 is quite similar to the 
Chinese pattern:

There are two kinds of tone changes a)ecting the numbers. In the #rst kind, a 
low tone changes to a mid-high tone when it follows a mid-tone. This a)ects 
the low-tone numbers one (  cyp), two (  nyip), and seven (  shyp) when 
they come at the end of numbers between 11 and 98. For example:

In the other kind of tone change, the number ten (  ci) changes to a mid-high 
tone when it precedes another mid-tone number like three (  suo), four (  ly), 
#ve (  nge), or nine (  ggu).

Note that both of these kinds of tone change are not uncommon with words 
other than numbers as well, though it is necessary for the student to learn 
little by little which words they apply to, since they do not apply absolutely 

三 (three)
 (three)

十 (ten)
 (ten)

六 (six)
 (six)

thirty-six
thirty-six

What we expected
 suo-ci-cyp
 nge-ci-nyip
 ly-ci-shyp
 shyp-ci-nyip

What it actually is
 suo-ci-cyx
 nge-ci-nyix
 ly-ci-shyx
 shyp-ci-nyix

What we expected
 ci-ly
 suo-ci-suo
 ly-ci-ggu
 shyp-ci-nge

What it is
 cix-ly
 suo-cix-suo
 ly-cix-ggu
 shyp-ci-nge
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every time a low tone follows a mid tone, or absolutely every time there is a 
sequence of two mid tones. But even if there are plenty of exceptions to these 
tone change patterns, being aware that these patterns are common can help 
you.

The exceptional numbers are eleven and the numbers twenty through twenty-
nine.

Eleven is exceptional in the #rst consonant of the second syllable, and also in 
its tones.

The numbers twenty through twenty-nine are exceptional in the #rst 
consonant of their second syllable, in the same way as eleven.

You'll just need to memorize the exceptions. You might #nd it helpful to also 
memorize the other numbers up to a hundred, since there are a lot of numbers 
with tone changes, and trying to apply those tone change rules in your head 
may slow down your purchase of a dozen eggs considerably.

4. In!ation and Talking about Money
There was very serious in7ation in the 1940's, and this had an interesting e)ect 
on the way money is talked about. A kuai (Chinese dollar) is literally referred 
to as ten-thousand (  va) and a jiao (Chinese dime) is literally referred to as a 
thousand (  dur).

So, if someone says  (nge-ci-shyx-vat) it's possible they mean 57,000. 
But it's much more likely they mean 57 RMB, since in daily life there are very 
few occasions for talking about 57,000 of anything, and far more occasions for 
talking about quantities of money.

Unless you plan to teach math, it might be simpler for you to think of  (vat) 
and  (dur) as words with more than one meaning, one of which is a number, 
and the other an amount of money. That way you won't have to multiply or 
divide by 10,000 every time you buy eggs.

What we expected
 ci-cyp

What it is
 cix-zy
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5. Exercises
Record your teacher counting from one two a hundred. Listen to the recording 
several times before your next lesson.

Read each of the following out loud, and write down what they mean. If 
possible have your teacher or another native speaker listen and coach you.

 suo-ci-hxit
 ly-ci-shyx

 nyip-ci
 fut-ci-nyix

 cix-zy
 nge-ci-vat

 nyip-hxa shyp-ci-vat
 suo-dur
 hxit-ci-suo
 cix-zy-vat
 nyip-zix-suo
 nyip-zix-nge-vat

Try to role-play the purchase of a chicken or other market transactions.

Read through the following chart of numbers from one to a hundred. If 
possible, have your teacher or a friend correct your pronunciation. Once you 
get con#dent, record yourself so you can compare your pronunciation with 
your teacher's.

Try to write the Yi script for all the numbers in this chart. If the IPA phonetic 
symbols are helpful to you, try writing the phonetic transcription for all these 
numbers.

cyp
cix-zy
nyip-zi-cyx 
suo-ci-cyx 
ly-ci-cyx
nge-ci-cyx
fut-ci-cyx
shyp-ci-cyx
hxit-ci-cyx
ggu-ci-cyx

nyip
ci-nyix
nyip-zi-nyix 
suo-ci-nyix 
ly-ci-nyix
nge-ci-nyix
fut-ci-nyix
shyp-ci-nyix
hxit-ci-nyix
ggu-ci-nyix

suo
cix-suo
nyip-zix-suo 
suo-cix-suo 
ly-cix-suo
nge-cix-suo
fut-cix-suo
shyp-cix-suo
hxit-cix-suo
ggu-cix-suo

ly
cix-ly
nyip-zix-ly 
suo-cix-ly 
ly-cix-ly
nge-cix-ly
fut-cix-ly
shyp-cix-ly
hxit-cix-ly
ggu-cix-ly

nge
cix-nge
nyip-zix-nge 
suo-cix-nge 
ly-cix-nge
nge-cix-nge
fut-cix-nge
shyp-cix-nge
hxit-cix-nge
ggu-cix-nge

fut
ci-fut
nyip-zi-fut 
suo-ci-fut 
ly-ci-fut
nge-ci-fut
fut-ci-fut
shyp-ci-fut
hxit-ci-fut
ggu-ci-fut

shyp
ci-shyx
nyip-zi-shyx 
suo-ci-shyx 
ly-ci-shyx
nge-ci-shyx
fut-ci-shyx
shyp-ci-shyx
hxit-ci-shyx
ggu-ci-shyx

hxit
ci-hxit
nyip-zi-hxit 
suo-ci-hxit 
ly-ci-hxit
nge-ci-hxit
fut-ci-hxit
shyp-ci-hxit
hxit-ci-hxit
ggu-ci-hxit

ggu
cix-ggu
nyip-zix-ggu 
suo-cix-ggu 
ly-cix-ggu
nge-cix-ggu
fut-cix-ggu
shyp-cix-ggu
hxit-cix-ggu
ggu-cix-ggu

ci
nyip-zi
suo-ci
ly-ci
nge-ci
fut-ci
shyp-ci
hxit-ci
ggu-ci
cyp-hxa
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Chapter 10

1. Vocabulary
cop-wox [ts'o%&AoB] they, them
cop [ts'o%&] their, they, them

 cop-vi [ts'o%&viC] theirs
 cyp [ts'4%&] his, her
 cyp-vi [ts'4%&viC] his, hers
 nop-wox [no%&AoB] you (plural)

 nop [no%&] your, you (plural)
 nop-vi [no%&viC] yours (plural)

 nit [niD] your (singular)
 nit-vi [niDviC] yours (singular)
 ngop-wox [@o%&AoB] we, us

 ngop [@o%&] our, we, us
 ngop-vi [@o%&viC] ours

 ngat [@aD] my
 ngat-vi [@aDviC] mine

 -vi [viC] (no exact English equivalent)
 syt [s4 ,D] thing (abstract, like Chinese 事)
 mu [m(u)C] do, make
 hxep [h-%&] look at
 ke [k'-C] dog
 yo [$oC] sheep
 qop-bop [t('o%&po%&] friend

 vup [vu%&] sell
 xit-ddop [(iDdo%&] Xide (place name)

2. Examples of usage
？ Whose are these sheep?

Yo cyx-gge kax-ddi vi nge?

。 These sheep are ours.
Yo cyx-gge ngop-vi nge.

？ Is it your dog?
Ke nit-vi ngex-nge?
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。 It isn't mine.
Ngat-vi ap-nge.

？ Where are you (plural) going?
No-wox kat bbo?

。 We're going to Xide.
Ngop-wox Xit-ddop bbo.

？ What are they going to Xichang to do?
Cop-wox Op-rro xix mu bbo?

。 They're going to Xichang to see friends.
Cop-wox Op-rro qop-bop hxep bbo.

？ Are you selling these sheep?
Nit yo cyx-gge vup-vup?

， 。 These sheep aren't mine, they're theirs.
Yo cyx-gge ngat-vi ap-nge, cop-vi nge.

。 He is our friend.
Cy ngop qop-bop nge.

。 We are his friends.
Ngop-wox li cyp qop-bop nge.

？ What are they going o) to do?
Cop-wox xix mu bbo?

。 They are going to Xide to sell pigs.
Cop-wox Xit-ddop vot vup bbo.

？ How many pigs are they going o) to sell?
Vot kep-nyix-ma vup bbo?

。 They are going o) to sell seven pigs.
Vot shyp-ma vup bbo.
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？ What is this friend of yours buying?
Nit qop-bop cyx-ma xix vy?

。 He's buying sheep.
Cy yo vy.

？ Whose sheep is he buying?
Cy yo kax-ddi vi vy?

？ Is he buying your sheep?
Cy yo nop-vi vyx-vy?

3. Grammar
Possession is indicated in two di)erent ways: One way is by putting the 
possessor before the possessed thing. There is no special marking of the 
possessor in this case, unless the possessor is a pronoun. In this case you need 
to pay attention to using the correct form of the pronoun.

The other way of indicating possession is by using the marker  (-vi) after the 
possessor. This is the only way to indicate possession if the possessed thing is 
not explicitly mentioned. Furthermore, if the possessed thing is explicitly 
mentioned, it comes before the possessor marked with .

ngat yo
nit yo
cyp yo
ngop yo
nop yo
cop yo
kax-ddi yo
Mu-gat yo

my sheep
your sheep
his sheep
our sheep
your sheep
their sheep
whose sheep
Mu-gat's sheep
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Though  (cop),  (nop), and  (ngop) are typically used as possessive 
pronouns, they are also sometimes used interchangeably with the non-
possessive forms  (cop-wox),  (nop-wox), and  (ngop-wox).

4. A Note on Pronunciation
The pronouns  (cop),  (nop), and  (ngop) are pronounced with a rising 
tone by many people, perhaps because they originated as contractions of the 
pronouns  (cop-wox),  (nop-wox), and  (ngop-wox). The IPA for 
these words would be as follows:

 [@oEF] or [@o%&]
 [noEF] or [no%&]
 [ts'oEF] or [ts'o%&]

5. Exercises
Try saying the following: 
“That dog is mine.”
“This dog is theirs.”
“Those sheep are Mu-gat's.”
“Whose is this pig?”
“How many dogs are you selling?”
“Is this sheep Mu-gox's?”
“Mu-gox's dog is eating pork.”

Read the following sentences and decide what they mean.

。
Cyx-ma li ngat-vi.

yo ngat-vi
ngat-vi
yo cop-vi
cop-vi
kax-ddi-vi
Mu-gat-vi
cyp-vi
yo nit-vi

my sheep (=  ngat yo)
mine
their sheep (=  cop yo)
theirs
whose
Mu-gat's
his/hers
your sheep (=  nit yo)
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。
A-zzyx-ma li nit-vi.

。
Ke max-su cyp-vi ap-nge.

？
Yo ggex-su kax-ddi vi nge?

。
Vot cyx-ma li ngat vot.

。
Cy cyp va vup bbo.

。
Nga nit va vy.

？
Hxe cyx-ji kax-ddi vi?

。
Ngat ke hxe ji jjo.

？
Hxe jix-su kax-ddi vi nge?

？
Ne xix mu bbo?

。
Nga zzax zze bbo.
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Chapter 11

1. Vocabulary
tit [t'iD] here
tit-go [t'iDkoC] here
a-ddit [aCdiD] there
a-ddit-go [aCdiDkoC] there
kep-te [k'-%&t'-C] when

 ip-nyip [i%&=i%&] today
ap-ndi-hxix [a%&ndiChiB] yesterday
sho-mo-cyp-nyip [;oCmoCts'4%&=i%&] the day before yesterday
mup-shy-dex [m(u)%&;5Ct-B] tomorrow
ca-pot-nyip [ts'aCp'oD=i%&] the day after tomorrow
ddip [di%&] is called
ddix [diB] is called
mu-ti [m(u)Ct'iC] morning
ip-si-mu-ti [i%&siCm(u)Ct'iC] this morning
mat-hlop [maDl 9o%&] afternoon
ket-mop [k'-Dmo%&] evening
jip [t(i%&] jin (unit of weight, Gkg)
nyi [=iC] sit
gox-nyi [koB=iC] sit
viet-gga [veD>aC] clothing
bbyp [b4%&] give, pay
kep-mu vup [k'-%&m(u)C vu%&] how much money
na-hxex-dde [naCh-Bd-C] clinic, hospital

2. Examples of usage
？ When did you come?

Ne kep-te la su nge?

。 I came yesterday.
Nga ap-ndi-hxix la su.

？ When did he go to Chengdu?
Cy kep-te Chep-du bbo?

。 He went to Chengdu the day before
Cy sho-mo-cyp-nyip Chep-du bbo. yesterday.
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？ How much is your pork selling for?
Nit vot-she kep-mu vup?

。 My pork is selling for 5 kuai per jin.
Nga vot-she cyp-jip nge-vat.

？ How much is their mutton?
Cop yox-she cyp-jip kep-nyix nge?

。 Their mutton is 12 RMB per jin.
Cop yox-she cyp-jip ci-nyix-vat.

？ How much did you give for this clothing
Nit viet-gga cyx-ggu kep-nyix bbyp? of yours?

。 I payed 27 RMB for this clothing of mine.
Ngat viet-gga cyx-ggu nyip-zi-shyx-vat bbyp.

？ What is this called?
Cy-yiet xix ddip?

“ ” 。 This is called a "pen".
Cy-yiet "bip" ddix.

， 。 I'll sit here, you sit there.
Nga tit-go nyi, ne a-ddit-go nyi.

？ What did you guys come here to do?
Nop tit-go xix mu la?

。 We came here to buy sheep.
Ngop tit-go yo vy la.

。 We went to the clinic this morning.
Ngop ip-si-mu-ti na-hxex-dde bbo.
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？ What are you going to Xichang to
Ne ca-pot-nyip Op-rro xix mu bbo? do the day after tomorrow?

。 I'm going to Xichang to buy clothes
Nga ca-pot-nyip Op-rro  the day after tomorrow.
viet-gga vy bbo.

3. Grammar
For certain meanings, the correct word to use depends on the context. For 
example, when saying "here" one would normally say the longer word  (tit-
go). But in combination with certain other kinds of words one might need to 
leave o) the second syllable and just say  (tit). E.g. if one is saying something 
like "here in Xichang" or "here in Chengdu" one would leave o) the  (go): 

 (tit Op-rro) "here in Xichang",  (tit Chep-du) "here in Chengdu". You 
also leave o) the second syllable of "here" if saying "underneath here" or 
"above here". E.g. to say "above here" you say  (tit hxat), not  (tit-go 
hxat).

The same pattern shows up with the word "there". Normally you would say 
 (a-ddit-go), but to say "there in Kunming" you would say  (a-ddit 

Kot-mip), and to say "underneath there", you would say  (a-ddit jjyp).

There are certain verbs like  (nyi) "sit",  (la) "come",  (it) "lie down", and 
 (hxit) "stand" which normally have the syllable  (go) or  (gox) before 

them when no location for the action is explicitely mentioned. The tone of this 
syllable is determined by what verb it precedes; if it precedes a mid-tone verb, 
it is mid-high tone:  (gox). Otherwise it is mid tone:  (go).

The word for "is called" or "say" is pronounced either with a low tone:  
(ddip) or a mid-high tone:  (ddix). It is pronounced with the low tone in the 
questions such as  (cy-yiet xix ddip) "What is this called?" and  
(a-zzy-yiet xix ddip) "What is that called?". But in most contexts, it is 
pronounced with a mid-high tone: “ ”  (cy-yiet bip ddip) "This is called 
a 'pen'."

Ne gox-nyi.
Ne tit-go nyi.
Ne a-ddit-go nyi.

You sit.
You sit here.
You sit there.
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4. Exercises
Try to say the following:
"Mu-gat is sitting there."
"What did you come here to Kunming to do?"
"How much did you pay for that sheep?"
"How much is mutton selling for?"
"When did you come here to Xichang?"
"I came to Xichang yesterday."
"When did you go to Xide?"
"I went to Xide the day before yesterday."

Suppose you see a horse and don't know what a horse is called in Nuosu. Try 
to ask your teacher what it is called, and try to learn the word. You can use a 
picture of a horse or a toy horse for this purpose, if no real horse is standing 
nearby. Repeat this exercise with other things that you can point to and ask 
about, until you are con#dent asking the question, and when hearing the 
answer can distinguish between the new word and the rest of the sentence. 
Don't worry if you don't remember all the new words you learn in this way, 
since at this point the purpose is to learn how to ask what something is called, 
and how to understand the answer.
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Chapter 12

1. Vocabulary
nyi [=iC] also
jjix-do [d$iBtoC] tired
he [x-C] good
jjy [d$4C] very
mit [miD] hungry
ip-mop [i%&mo%&] stomach
qi [t('iC] want
syt [s4 ,D] thirsty
ndo [ndoC] drink
it-ggop [iD>o%&] water
ie-qyt [eCt('4 ,D] water
mge-fu [@>-CfuC] buckwheat cake
tit [t'iD] but
cuop-luo [ts'!%&l!%&] a bit/little/slightly
kax-sha-sha [k'aB;aC;aC] thank you
ox [oB] particle similar to Chinese 了 

2. Dialogue
： ！ ？

Sha-mat Vut-qie ap! Ne ip-nyip kat-go bbo?
Sha-mat Vut-qie! Where are you going?

： ， ？
Nga ip-nyip Op-rro bbo, nex li kat bbo?
I am going to Xichang today, where are you going?

： 。
Ngax nyi Op-rro bbo.
I am going to Xichang too..

： ？
Ne Op-rro xix mu bbo?
What are you going to Xichang to do?
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： 。
Nga Op-rro va vup bbo.
I am going to Xichang to sell chickens.

？
Nit va kep-nyix-ma nge?
How many chickens do you have?

： 。
Ngat va nyip-zi-ma
I have twenty chickens (Literally, my chickens are twenty).

： ， 。 ？
Nit va ax-nyi-jjy-ax-nyi, he-jjy-he gge. Ne jjix-do-do?
You have a lot of chickens, really good ones. Are you tired?

： ， ， 。
Nga jjix-ap-do, tit, cuop-luop it-ggop syt.
I’m not tired, but I am thirsty.

： 。 。 ， ？
Nga it-ggop jjo, Ne tit-go it-ggop ndo la. Nga mge-fu nyi jjo, ne ip-mop mit-
mit?
I have water. Come drink some water here. I also have buckwheat bread, are 
you hungry?

： ， 。
Nga ip-mop ap-mit, mge-fu zze ap-qi.
I’m not hungry, I don’t want to eat buckwheat bread.

： 。
It-ggop tit-go.
Here is the water.

： ！
Kax-sha-sha ox!
Thanks!
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： ！（ ！）
Kax-sha-ap-sha! (Kax-sha-shax si-ap-ssop!)
Don't mention it. (alternate expression for the same thing)

3. Grammar
The word  (nyi) is used very much like the Chinese word 也, and is used in 
situations where in English we would say "also" or "too", and also in situations 
where in English we would use the "both... and..." construction. Here are some 
examples:

Notice from the examples above how the meaning depends on whether the 
word  (nyi) follows the subject or the object. If it follows a subject, the 
meaning is that there is an additional subject for the verb, whether implied or 
explicit. If  (nyi) follows the object, the meaning is that there is an additional 
object for the verb, whether implied or explicit.

The closest thing to the English word "very" is  (jjy), which goes between two 
repetitions of the adjective (or sometimes between two repetitions of a verb), 
as in the following examples:

。

。

，
。

，
。

Ngax nyi it-ggop jjo.

Nga it-ggop nyi jjo.

Ngax nyi it-ggop jjo,
cyx nyi it-ggop jjo.
Nga it-ggop nyi jjo,
mge-fu nyi jjo.

I have water too. (In addition to someone 
else having it)
I have water too. (In addition having 
something else)

I have water, and so does he.

I have water, and I have buckwheat cakes 
too.

he
he-jjy-he
jjix-do
jjix-do-jjy-jjix-do
ax-nyi
ax-nyi-jjy-ax-nyi
mit
mit-jjy-mit
nge

good
very good
tired
very tired
many
very many
hungry
very hungry
be
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For a lesser degree than that expressed by  (jjy) (e.g. if you want a meaning 
something like English "somewhat" or "a bit"), use the word  (cuop-luo), 
which goes before the word it modi#es. It can also modify verbs.

The word  (qi) is used for "want", but is only used as a helping verb (e.g. like 
English "want to eat", never without another verb. For expressions like "want 
water", another verb would be used:  (ka).

To make a verb or adjective negative, put  (ap) before the last syllable of the 
verb or adjective. Since most verbs and adjectives have only one syllable, it 
would be easy to imagine that the  (ap) simply goes before the verb or 
adjective. However, we now have a couple of two and three syllable words to 
negate. Consider the following chart:

nge-jjy-nge
qi
qi-jjy-qi

really be, very much be
want to
really want to

cuop-luo jjix-do
cuop-luo ax-nyi
cuop-luo mit
cuop-luo ndo

somewhat tired
a bit many
kind of hungry
have a little drink

vot-she zze qi
vot-she ka
it-ggop ndo qi
it-ggop ka

want to eat pork
want pork
want to drink water
want water

     
     

      
     

nge     ap-nge
jjo     ap-jjo
kax-sha-sha     kax-sha-ap-sha
jjix-do    jjix-ap-do

be     not be
have     not have
thank     not thank
tired     not tired
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4. Exercises
Try to say the following:
"Mu-gat wants to eat buckwheat cake."
"I'm a bit thirsty."
"I'm also a bit hungry."
"Mu-gox is hungry too."
"I have both pigs and sheep".
"Both Mu-gat and I have pigs."
"Yesterday I really wanted to eat mutton."
"I'm both hungry and thirsty".

Try to #gure out what the following mean. You're likely to need help from 
your teacher with some of the sentences.

？ Cy-yiet li xix ddip?
， 。 Cy-yiet li ie-qyt nyi ddix, it-ggop nyi ddix.

。 Nga a-ndi-hxix Xit-ddop va nyip-ma vy bbo.
？ Ne ip-si-mu-ti xix mu?

， 。 Nga ip-si-mu-ti jjix-do-jjy-jjix-do, 
xix nyi ap-mu.

？ Cy ca-pot-nyip kat bbo?
？ Ne tit kot-mip xix mu la?
。 Cyp yo ax-nyi-jjy-ax-nyi.

。 Nga cuop-luo ie-qyt syt.
？ Ne it-ggop ndo qi-qi?
。 Nga it-ggop ndo ap-qi.

， 。 Ngax nyi jjix-ap-do, cyx nyi jjix-ap-do.
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Chapter 13

1. Vocabulary
ngap-nyit [@a%&=iD] the two of us
cyp-nyit [ts'4%&=iD] those two, the two of them
nep-nyit [n-%&=iD] you two, the two of you
jjo [d$oC] have, there is, there are
kit [k'iD] carry (water)
xix-mu [(iBm(u)C] why
iep-sat [e%&saD] later
syp [s4%&] understand
Nuo-su [n!CsuC] Nuosu, Yi
hxop [ho%&] language
hxie-mgat [heC@>aD] Han
hxix-die [heBteC] the outside world, other countries
ax-di [aBtiC] only
kep-mu [k'-%&m(u)C] how
zyt-jie [ts4 ,Dt(eC] self
ap-myt-sip [a%&m(4 ,)Dsi%&] a little while ago
ddep-bbo yy[d-%&boC$4C] go relieve oneself
hxip [hi%&] speak, say
sat [saD] #nish
tat-xi [t'aD(iC] should

2. Dialogues
： ， ？

Ngop-wox co fut-yuop nge, ip-nyip ngop-wox syt xix jjo?
There are six of us, what things do we have to do today?

： ， ， ， 。
Ngop-wox syt suo-jjit jjo, vot-she va-she vy, it-ggop kit, zza mu.
We have three things to do: buying pork and chicken, carrying water, and 
#xing a meal.

： ？
Ip-nyip xix-mu syt ax-nyi-mu jjo su nge?
Why do we have so many things to do today?
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： 。 ， ， 。
Iep-sat hxix-die qop-bop gge tit la. Hxix-die qop-bop cyx-gge Nuo-su-hxop ap 
syp, Hxie-mgat-hxop nyi ap-syp, cop-wox hxix-die-hxop ax-di syp.
Later some foreign friends are coming here. These foreign friends don't know 
the Nuosu language, and they don't know Chinese either; they only know a 
foreign language.

： ？
Ngop-wox kep-mu syt cyx-gge mu?
How will we do these things?

： ， ， 。
Nep-nyit vot-she va-she vy bbo, cyp-nyit it-ggop kit bbo, ngap-nyit zza mu.
You two go buy pork and chicken, the two of them will go get water, and the 
two of us will #x the meal.

： ？
Vut-qie kat bbo ox?
Where did Vut-qie go?

： ， ！ ！
Cy ap-myt-sip tit-go jjo, o-op! Cy a-ddit la ox!
He was here just a moment ago... oh! He's coming over there!

： ！ ， ？
Vut-qie ap! Nit zyt-jie cuop-luo hxip, ne ap-myt-sip kat bbo su nge?
Vut-qie! Why don't you tell us where you went just now?

： 。
Nga ap-myt-sip ddep-bbo yy su nge.
I just went to the bathroom.

： 。
Ngop-wox kax-ddi nyi syt zyt-jie vi ggex-su mu sat tat-xi.
Each of us must #nish his own tasks.

3. Grammar
The word  (jjo) means "have", and like the Chinese word 有 it is often used to 
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express the same meaning that English expresses with "there is/are/was/were". 
It is often used when someone or something is being mentioned for the #rst 
time in a conversation. In this usage, the object of  (jjo) is inde#nite, and the 
sentence often also has a location word in it, like  (tit-go) "here",  (a-
ddit-go) "there",  (Op-rro) "Xichang", and may also contain certain adverbs 
expressing quantity, e.g.   (ax-nyi-mu) "much/many/plentifully",  
(kep-nyix-mu) "how much/how many/in what quantity".

The word  (xix-mu) means "why", and is an adverb. Adverbs, including this 
one, always precede the verb or verb phrase. Adverbs often immediately 
precede the verb or verb phrase, but they may also come before other 
modi#ers, such as a location word or a time word, depending on the emphasis 
of the sentence. In the chart below, emphasis is indicated with italics.

So the point of the #rst question above is to question the choice of beverage, 
and the point of the second is to question of the choice of the occasion for 
drinking that beverage.

The word  (kep-mu) "how" is also an adverb, and like other adverbs it 
precedes the verb (phrase), and sometimes precedes other modi#ers.

By now you may have noticed that adverbs tend to end in  (mu). You can 
turn various adjectives (or adjective phrases) into adverbs by adding this 
syllable on the end.

Location

 tit-go

 tit-go
 tit-go

Object
 vot ma
 vot ma

 vot
 vot
 vot

Adverb

 ax-nyi-mu
 ax-nyi-mu
 kep-nyix-mu

Verb
 jjo
 jjo
 jjo
 jjo
 jjo

There is a pig.
There is a pig here.
There are many pigs.
There are many pigs here.
How many pigs are there here?

Subject

 ne

 ne

Modi#er

 a-ndi-hxix

 xix-mu

Modi#er

 xix-mu

 a-ndi-hxix

Verb Phrase

 nry ndo

 nry ndo

Why did you drink 
wine yesterday?
Why did you drink 
wine yesterday?
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The expression  (ddep-bbo yy) is a way of implying that you are going to 
relieve oneself. This phrase can be used whether you are going to an actual 
toilet or simply to a bush or tree. To describe what you need to do more 
explicitly would not be polite. It is adequate to simply say that you are going 
outside, and leave it for others to infer your reason for going.

The verb  (sa) "#nish" often follows another verb, though in that case it 
might sometimes be more convenient to translate it "all". The meaning in a 
particular sentence depends on whether the subject or the object comes #rst in 
the sentence. (So far, we've always seen subjects coming before objects, but 
actually the order is 7exible). This is hard for English speakers to get used to, 
so it would be worthwhile to memorize some sentences and their meanings in 
order to internalize the pattern. The meaning of the word  (sat) is connected 
with whichever comes #rst, the subject or the object.

The verb  (tat-xi) "should", like  (qi) "want to", is always used together 
with another verb, and always follows the other verb. It has the negative form 

 (tat-ap-xi) "shouldn't".

Adjective
 iex-ssa
 nji-jjy-nji

 kep-nxix
 ax-nyi

slow
very quick
how many
much/many

Adverb
 iex-ssa-mu
 nji-jjy-nji-mu

 kep-nxix-mu
 ax-nyi-mu

slowly
very quickly
how plentifully
plentifully

 ngop-wox

 mge-fu

 cop-wox
 nry

 syt ggex-su

 mge-fu

 ngop-wox

 nry
 cop-wox

 zze

 zze

 ndo
 ndo
 mu

 sat

 sat

 sat
 sat
 sat

We all eat buckwheat cakes.
We eat all the buckwheat 
cakes.
They all drink wine.
They drink all the wine.
Do all the things.

 ngap-nyit
 ngap-nyit
 ngap-nyit

 zzax-zze
 zzax-zze
 zzax-zze

 tat-xi
 tat-ap-xi

The two of us eat.
The two of us should eat.
The two of us shouldn't eat
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The word  (ox) is similar to the Chinese word 了 (le) in usage. Like the 
Chinese word, it often indicates a change in the situation, and also sometimes 
indicates a completed action or event. It is also used in certain set expressions, 
e.g. in the expression  (Kax-sha-sha ox!) "thank you".

4. Exercises
Look at some photos or drawings containing things for which you have already 
learned the noun (e.g. photos of pigs, sheep, chickens, people, etc). Depending 
on what is in the picture, try to say appropriate things like "There are three 
pigs there", "There are lots of sheep there", etc.

The word for tea is  (lat-yy). Ask your teacher whether he wants to drink 
tea. If he says he wants to drink tea, ask him why he wants to drink tea. If he 
says he doesn't want to drink tea, ask him why he doesn't want to drink tea.

Try to ask your teacher why there are lots of people in Chengdu (hint: you can 
put the word "why" before another adverb).

Try to say, "Those people all drink tea." Then try to say, "Those people drank 
all the tea." (hint: Both sentences can use the same words, but in a di)erent 
order.)

Try to translate the following into English:

Cyp-nyit ip-nyi mge-fu ax-nyi-mu zze ox.
Mge-fu cyp-nyit zze sat ox.
Kax-ddi nyi vot-she zze qi.
Ngap-nyit it-ggop ndo qi.
Nep-nyit it-ggop kit tat-xi.
Cop-wox vot-she zze tat-ap-xi.
Hxiex-die co a-zzyx-gge vot-she zze sat.
Vot-she hxiex-die co a-zzyx-gge zze sat ox.
Co a-ddit-go ax-nyi-mu jjo.
Co tit-go kep-nyix-mu jjo?
Co ly-yuo jjo.
Nep-nyit va kep-nyix-mu jjo?
Ne xix-mu a-ddit-go bbo?
Ne xix-mu zzax-ap-zze?
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Mge-fu ne xix-mu zze sat ox?
Cop-wox xix-mu ddep-bbo yy sat ox?
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Chapter 14

1. Vocabulary
hxep-sa [h-%&saC] nice to look at
pu [p'uC] price
hxep-go [h-%&koC] think think, suppose that
liex-guo [leBk!C] expensive
ggap-ap-jjyx [>a%&a%&d$4B] cheap
dde-jji [d-Cd$iC] know
dde-dde-mu [d-Cd-Cm(u)C] often
ax-di [aBtiC] only
ddap [da%&] or
ax-pa [aBp'aC] other
Mu-jy [m(u)Ct(4C] a name
At-nyop [aD=o%&] a name
Vut-gop [vu,Dko%&] a name

2. Dialogues
： ， ？

Nit viet-gga cyx-ggu hxep-sa-jjy-hxep-sa, kat-go da vy su nge?
This out#t of yours looks really nice, where did you buy it?

： 。
Ap-ndi-hxix Op-rro da vy su.
Yesterday in Xichang.

： ？
Rre-mop kep-nyix bbyp?
How much money did you give for it?

： ， ？
Nyip-zi-shyx vat bbyp, ne hxep-go pu liex-guo-guo?
Twenty-seven RMB, do you think the price is expensive?

： 。 。
Nga hxep-go pu lie-ap-guo. Cyp-nyip-zzix-ap-zzi.
I think the price isn't expensive. It's every-day.
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： ？
A-ddit-go viet-gga ax-nyi mu jjox-jjo?
Is there a lot of clothing there?

： 。 ， ， 。
Ax-nyi-jjy-ax-nyi mu jjo. Tit, cyp-gge li he, cyp-gge li ap-he.
There's a whole lot. But, some of it is good, and some of it is not good.

： ？
Nit viet-gga cyx-ggu li kat-da vy su nge?
Where did you buy this out#t of yours?

： 。
Xit-ddop da vy su.
I bought it in Xide.

： ？
Pu liex-guo ddap ggap-ap-jjyx?
Was it expensive or cheap?

： 。
Pu ggap-ap-jjyx.
It was cheap.

： ， 。
Xip nge yix-ne, ngax nyi cyp-ggu vy bbo.
In that case, I'll go buy one too.

： ， ？
Mu-jy ca-pot-nyip Kot-mip la, ne dde-jjix-jji?
Mujy is coming to Kunming 2 days from now, did you know?

： 。 ？
Nga dde-ap-jji. Cy tit-go xix-mu la su nge?
I didn't know. Why is he coming here?
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： 。
Cy tit-go qop-bop hxep la.
He is coming here to see friends.

： ？
Cy dde-dde-mu tit-go qop-bop hxep lax-la?
Does he come here often to see friends?

： 。
Cy dde-dde-mu ap-la.
He doesn't come often.

： ？
Cy ax-di la ddap ax-pa nyi la?
Is he coming by himself or is somebody else also coming?

： 。
Cy ax-di la.
He's coming by himself.

3. Grammar
The word  (ddap) is used like Chinese 还是 háishì, to ask a question that 
presents two alternatives.

The word  (ax-pa) is often used before nouns, like the English words 
“another” and “other”. But as with the English word “another,” the noun can 
be left out.

The word  (ax-di) “only” is grammatically similar to the words , , and 
, in that it follows the word that is in focus. It most often follows a noun 

phrase.

ax-pa
ax-pa co
ax-pa co cyp-ma
ax-pa cyp-ma

another, others
another person, other people
another person
another
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4. Exercises
Translate the following into Nuosu:
“My pig only eats buckwheat bread.”
“Only Mu-gat has chickens, Mu-gox doesn't have chickens.”
“Does he have wine or does he only have water?”
“Only my dog eats pork, my chicken doesn't eat pork.”
“I think you have a lot of money.”

Decide whether any of the following are badly formed sentences. Then 
translate all the well formed sentences into English:
Cy tit Chep-du Vut-gop hxep la ox.
Ngop-wox dde-dde-mu mge-fu zze.
Ne xix-mu it-ggop ax-di ndo, nry ap-ndo?
Nga nry ndo tat-ap-xi, it-ggop ax-di ndo tat-xi.
Mu-gox ax-di Xit-ddop bbo ddap ax-pa co nyi bbo?
Ax-pa co nyip-ma bbo.
Nit-vi ax-di hxep-sa, ngat-vi hxep-ap-sa.
Nga va-she ax-di vy qi, vot-she vy ap-qi.

。Nga ax-di vot jjo.
。Nga vot ax-di jjo.
。Mu-gat ax-di mge-fu zze.
。Mu-gat mge-fu ax-di zze.

Only I have pigs.
I only have pigs.
Only Mu-gat eats buckwheat bread.
Mu-gat eats buckwheat bread only.
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Chapter 15

1. Vocabulary
zhet [t;-D] ok
xyx-ne [(4Bn-C] to rest
ix-go [iBkoC] home
jie-shat [t(eC;aD] outdoor market
te-go [t'-CkoC] time, when
bur [pu,C] return
bur-la [pu,ClaC] come back
shu-kax [;uCk'aB] suppose mistakenly
ap-ddi-ddix [a%&diCdiB] if
yix-ne [$iBn-C] if
mo [moC] plan to, intend to, will
mo-ddix [moCdiB] plan to, intend to, will
yip-sy [$i%&s4C] still, as before
ap-nryr-mu [a%&nd<5 ,Cm(u)C] de#nitely, must
ket-mop [k'-Dmo%&] evening
su [suC] (particle)
mu-ket [m(u)Ck'-D] night
jox [t(oB] to, towards
ddop-ma [do%&maC] word, sentence, things said
yip-luop [$i%&l!%&] (particle)
diep-huo [te%&x!C] telephone (from 电话)
ndup [ndu%&] hit, make (a phone call)
bbyx [b4B] to give
xip-mu [(i%&m(u)C] so
jjy-gex [d$4Ck-B] together
yie-a [$eCaC] let's go (together)
lat-ti [laDt'iC] (name)

2. Dialogues
A： ？
Lat-ti ix-go jjox-jjo?
Is Lat-ti at home?
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B： 。
Lat-ti ix-go ap-jjo.
Lat-ti isn't home.

A： ， ？
Ngax li cy ip-nyip ix-go da xyx-ne shu-kax, cy ip-nyip kat bbo?
I thought he would be resting at home today; where did he go today?

B： 。
Cy ip-nyip jie-shat bbo ox.
He went to the market today.

A： ？
Cy kep-te bur-la su ne dde-jjix-jji?
Do you know when he is coming back?

B： 。
Cy iep-sat mu-ket te-go bur-la.
Maybe he will come back late, at night.

A： ， ？
Cy bur-la te-go, ne cyp jox ddop-ma go hxip go-zhet-zhet?
When he comes back, could you say something to him?

B： ！ ？
Zhet yip-luop! Ddop-ma xix hxip?
Sure! What should I say?

A： ， ， 。
Nga mup-shy-dex Op-rro bbo mo-ddix, cyx nyi Op-rro bbo qi yix-ne, iep-sat
ket-mop diep-huo ndup nga bbyx ddix.
In the morning I'm planning to go to Xichang; if he wants to go to Xichang
too, he might give me a phone call later this evening.

B： ！ 。 ？
Zhet! Nga ap-nryr-mu cyp jox hxip mo. Ne zzax-zze-zze ox?
Sure, I'll certainly tell him. Have you eaten?
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A： ， ？
Nga zza-ap-zze yip-sy, nex li?
I haven't eaten yet, how about you?

B： 。
Ngax nyi zza-ap-zze yip-sy.
I haven't eaten yet either.

A： ， 。
Xip-mu yix-ne, ngap-nyit jjy-gex zzax-zze bbo mo.
Well then, let's go eat together.

B： ！ ！
Zhet! Yie-a!
Sure! Let's go!

3. Grammar
The structure …  (ap-ddi-ddix…yix-ne) means "if", and is similar to the 
Chinese structure 如果…的话 (rúguH…de huà) in that something goes before 
the conditional clause (  ap-ddi-ddix), and something goes after the 
conditional clause (  yix-ne). It is also possible to mark a conditional clause 
with  (yix-ne) only, leaving out ap-ddi-ddix.

We have seen the particle  (su) before. It can go at the end of a clause, 
making that clause grammatically like a noun. Grammarians call this a 
“nominalized” clause. The function of  (su) is thus similar to function of 
"that" in the English sentence "I knew [that he was coming]", although its 
position is at the opposite end of the nominalized clause.

The word  (jox) is pronounced  (jop) if it comes after a high tone word such 
as  (ngat) or  (nit). The form of a pronoun preceding this word is the 
possessive form. Thus one says  (ngat jop),  (nit jop), or  (cyp jox), 
not  (nga jox),  (ne jox), or  (cy jox). As we have already seen, for 
nouns and for some pronouns there is no distinct possessive form, in which 
case this rule is irrelevant:  (mu-gat jop),  (go jox),  (nep-nyit 
jop).

The recipient of the gift or bene#ciary of the action is the object of the verb  
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(bbyx) "give". The thing given is the object of a di)erent verb. That verb is 
often, but not always,  (ddie). The verb phrase containing  (ddie) comes 
#rst, and the verb phrase containing  (bbyx) comes second. As with a fair 
number of other verbs,  (bbyx) is pronounced in a mid-high tone most of the 
time, but after a high tone syllable it is pronounced in a low tone  (bbyp).

The particle  (yip-luop) goes at the end of a sentence, and expresses 
something that could perhaps be described as a tone of mild certainty.

There are several words that might be translated "go" in English. We have 
already seen many examples of  (bbo), which is the most general word for 
going. The word  (yie-a) has a very speci#c usage. It is used when saying 
"let's go". 

Though we have not encountered them yet, two other common words 
translated "go" are  (li) and  (yy). The verb  (li) is only used when talking 
about an uphill movement, and the verb  (yy) is only used when talking 
about a downhill movement. If you really don't know whether the movement 
in question is uphill, downhill, or neither, it is safer for you to stick with  
(bbo). But the Nuosu people have plenty of occasions to use both  (li) and  
(yy), since they live in a mountainous area, and the di)erence between up and 
down is often highly relevant. In case it helps you keep track of the two verbs, 
note that  (yy) can also mean "water", and remember that streams and rivers 
always 7ow downhill.

4. Exercises
Multiple choice:
In the sentence  (Mu-gox va ma ddie Mu-gat bbyp)
a) Mu-gox is giving Mu-gat to a chicken.
b) Mu-gat is giving a chicken to Mu-gox.
c) A chicken is giving Mu-gat to Mu-gox.
d) Mu-gox is giving a chicken to Mu-gat.

From the sentence  (Vut-qie ix-go li qi) we can deduce that
a) Vut-qie lives somewhere lower than the place where he is.
b) Vut-qie really hopes someone else will go too.
c) Vut-qie lives somewhere higher than the place where he is.
d) Vut-qie lives a long way from where he is.
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From the sentence ：“ ”  (Mux-jy li Mu-gat jop hxip go 
“Ne kat yy” ddix) we can safely assume that:
a) Mux-jy is on his way to somewhere higher than where he is.
b) Mu-gat seems to be going in a generally downhill direction.
c) Mux-jy guesses that Mu-gat lives at a very high elevation.
d) Mux-jy and Mu-gat have been going somewhere together.

From the sentence  (Nga ne dde-jji shu-kax) we can infer that:
a) The addressee has been keeping secrets from the speaker.
b) The addressee supposed that the speaker knew.
c) The addressee did not know what the speaker earlier thought he knew.
d) The addressee knows exactly what the speaker is thinking.

The sentence  (Vot ggex-su va-she zze qi sat) is best translated:
a) All the pigs want to eat chicken.
b) All the chickens want to eat pork.
c) The chickens want to eat all of the pigs.
d) The pigs want to eat all of the chicken.

The sentence  (Cy bur-la tep-go cy diep-huo ndup nga 
bbyx tat-xi) is best translated:
a) When he comes back he should phone me.
b) When he comes back he must hit the telephone.
c) When he comes back I had better phone him.
d) He should phone me and let me know when he will come back.

Review all the chapters by reading the examples and dialogues out loud, and 
letting your teacher listen and coach you on your pronunciation. 

Then, ask your teacher to read sentences from various chapters to you, and 
you try to tell your teacher what they mean.

Your teacher could also ask you questions using vocabulary from any of the 
chapters. Try to give some kind of answer to any questions you understand. If 
there are questions you don’t understand, you can ask your teacher to record 
those sentences, and later when you listen to the recording, see if you can 
#gure out what the questions must mean.

Once your pronunciation is understandable and your listening comprehension 
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is pretty good with the vocabulary you have already learned, it is time to 
think about what else you would like to learn. Write down your ideas, and 
share them with your teacher.

As you move on to learning other things in the weeks and months to come, 
don’t forget to record new words and sentences, and to listen to the 
recordings in your spare time. 

And of course, don’t forget to regularly spend plenty of time just being with 
people in a variety of situations of daily life. That is how you will get used to 
what people say in these situations and how they say it. And what is most 
important in learning any spoken language is not how much time you spend 
in the books, but rather how much time you spend with people, just getting 
used to how they talk. If the people you are with say a lot of things you don’t 
understand, that’s okay. This is not a process of studying, where you have to 
know everything to be ready to pass a test, but a process of gradually 
growing accustomed to how people actually talk, so that you will eventually 
#nd it natural to say things more or less the way they would have said them, 
and to do so without a lot of thought. That is what it means to become 7uent.


